
Complete the sentences with inde�nite pronouns. 

Example: Ana knows everything about her hometown.

An inde�nite pronoun is a noun that does not represent a person, place 

or thing in particular.

2) Rachel solved the riddle quickly, and waited until was done solving it.

5) Kylie went to the store, but bought .

4) I have used up all the money, and there isn’t left now.

3) Even though the problem is grave, has been done about it.

1) There are 11 players in the team. are present today.

9) In spite of the challenge being massive, seems to be working on it.

10) Ashley looked , but couldn’t �nd her brother’s cellphone.

6) Ross gave the cat to eat.

7) was a!ected by the new policy.

8) Stacy bought two shirts. �ts me.
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Complete the sentences with inde�nite pronouns. (Answers may vary)

Example: Ana knows everything about her hometown.

An inde�nite pronoun is a noun that does not represent a person, place 

or thing in particular.

2) Rachel solved the riddle quickly, and waited until everyone was done solving it.

5) Kylie went to the store, but bought .nothing

4) I have used up all the money, and there isn’t any left now.

3) Even though the problem is grave, nothing has been done about it.

1) There are 11 players in the team. All are present today.

9) In spite of the challenge being massive, nobody seems to be working on it.

10) Ashley looked everywhere , but couldn’t �nd her brother’s cellphone.

something6) Ross gave the cat to eat.

7) Everyone was a!ected by the new policy.

8) Stacy bought two shirts. �ts me.Neither
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